
SPUTNIK INSTRUCTIONS:      Translation from French;      by Dr Allan Levi
Trainer  -for  F3A Aerobatics  and 3D

THANK YOU for choosing the trainer of F3A aerobatics and 3D,   made in EPP, called 
SPUTNIK X-Power,  designed by Nicolas Piétu.
We made a great effort in designing and building this plane so that it is the best model you've ever 
built and flown.
We'll send you a kit with the highest quality and best possible performance.
We wish you great success in assembling, flying and developing your new SPUTNIK X-Power.

INTRODUCTION 
The SPUTNIK, designed by Nicolas Piétu is a mini plane of 1.10 m wingspan, made in EPP, 
designed entirely for the F3A aerobatics.
The SPUTNIK geometry and wing profile, amongst other things, have been studied to approach 
the maximum performance and feel of piloting a F3A 2m aerobatic plane  -and even in a strong 
wind! 
The size of this plane allows it fit easily into the trunk of a car, and there is almost no preparation of 
the plane  required for flying.
All control surfaces are slightly oversized to allow the torque-roll.

Two types of motor systems can be used: 

Motor system:    "Sport" for wind up to 15km / h 
Motor: X-Power XC3514/12 
ESC: X-Power XREG40 
Battery pack: X-Power Xtreme 35C 2600mAh 11.1V (3S) 
Propeller:  APC  Electric   10x7
Spinner: Ø45mm INOVA # 0437545W 

Motor system:   "Expert" for wind up to 25km / h 
Motor: AXI 2814/16 with radial mount mount # 106RMS2808 
ESC: X-Power XREG40 
Battery pack: X-Power Xtreme 35C 2200mAh 14.8V (4S) 
Propeller:    APC  Electric   11x5.5 
Spinner: Ø45mm INOVA # 0437545W 
IMPORTANT NOTE:   In this case, we suggest you limit the throttle curve to obtain a maximum 
current of 36A at full throttle. 

The motor choice is left to the discretion of the owner. 
A programmable radio is obviously recommended to allow the pilot to take advantage of the full 
capabilities of this aircraft. 
IMPORTANT: Please read and study this manual before beginning assembly.  Make an inventory 
of parts using the list, to check that there are no missing or damaged parts.  Thanking you for 
immediately contacting TOPMODEL if you notice a missing piece or a damaged piece.
 
WARRANTY: It is important to notify TOPMODEL of any damage or problems with this model 
within 7 days of receipt of the kit for the benefit of warranty. In case of return of the model, the 
customer is responsible for transportation and the carriage back to his office / home.  In case of 
any fault, the plane will be exchanged or replaced.  In case of problems, please contact 
TOPMODEL.  
TOPMODEL can not control the skill of the builder and cannot influence the build quality during 
assembly or use of this radio-controlled airplane, also, we cannot,  under any circumstances be 
liable for any damage, injury or death may be caused by this model. 
The purchaser / user accepts all responsibility in the case of mechanical or structural problems 



Two colour schemes are available, specify when you order: 
Magma   (orange, red ...) 
Sky     (blue, red ...) 

List materials needed:     medium and thick CA glue, cyano accelerator, the connectors for the 
battery and speed controller. 
List of required tools:      modelling knife, soldering iron, pliers, screwdrivers.

KIT CONTENT:    (Page 3)
See English list on right side

BUILD INSTRUCTIONS      (starts top Page 4)

� Extend the servos leads,  to the distance shown as "X" (as shown to right) for each of the 
servos:
Aileron Servos: 280mm 
Elevator Servo: 670mm 
Rudder Servo:  700mm 

NOTE ADDED BY ALLAN LEVI   -IT IS ALWAYS SEEMS BEST, AT THIS EARLY STAGE, TO 
CONNECT THE ESC, RX AND SERVOS,    -AND USING A NEW MEMORY SLOT IN THE 
TRANSMITTER   -SET UP THE CORRECT DIRECTION OF SERVO TRAVEL,  AND ALSO SET 
THE SUB-TRIM OF EACH SERVO TO GET EACH ONE SITTING AT NEUTRAL  (exactly at 90 
degrees ..)  -   -IT MAKES SETTING UP THE LINKAGES, LATER ON, MUCH EASIER ….

WINGS 
� Mark the hinge line of the aileron on the mid line of the trailing edge of each wing. 
� Draw a line down the centre hinge (CH) as shown in photo and cut into 2 halves  
� Make small chamfers at the four corners hinges to make it easier to fit in their respective slot. 
� Draw a line down the centre of the half-hinge as shown in photo 
� Mark the the position of the hinges on the wings ...   ... In an evenly distributed manner. There 
are 5 hinges per wing. 
� With a knife, cut slots for hinges on marks that you just drew on the wings. 
� Facing marks drawn on the wing,  mark the hinge locations on the ailerons. 
� With a knife,  cut slots for hinges on marks that you just drew. 
� Place 5 hinges into the slots, and then place into the slots made in the wings. 
� With the cyano fluid by capillary,  glue cyano hinges in the wings and ailerons. 
� With a ruler, locate and mark the centre of carbon tube wing spar, part no  24. 
� With fine sandpaper, roughen the entire surface of the carbon tube to ensure better adhesion 
bonding. 
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� Stick the carbon spar no 24,  using cyano fluid, to the bottom of the slot in the left wing. 
ATTENTION  make sure you take notice of the position of the spar in the wing using the mark that 
you just drew. 
ATTENTION during bonding of the spar, always place the wings on a perfectly flat surface. 
� Coat the wing roots with cyano glue ... 
� ... then glue the wings to one another, keep strictly flat on the workbench. 
ATTENTION  do perfectly match root ends. The wings should have exactly the same outline ! 
ATTENTION the dihedral is given by the profile of the wing !.  The upper surface is flat! 
� Glue the carbon spar, no 24,  using cyano fluid,  to the bottom of the slot in the right wing 2. 
ATTENTION during bonding of the spar, always place the wings on a flat surface. 

� Protect the wire of the aileron servos with Scotch tape, (just in case, later removal is 



necessary ....). 
� Depending on the aileron servos used adjust the shape of the hole for the servos ... 
... Like in the pictures.
� Glue the mounting lugs of the servos to the wing, using cyano ... 
� Place extension of the aileron servos in a groove above the carbon wing spar. 
� Cap the slots with strips of EPP  -part 2F. 

� Stick these parts  (no 2F) using capillary action of the cyano fluid. 
� Cut the EPP part so it is flush with profile of the wing using a knife.  Sand flush if necessary. 
ATTENTION do not distort the profile of the wing! 
View of the completed wings 
The horns 2-8  are not installed for now! 
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FUSELAGE
� Glue the front of the fuselage part no 1, between the location of the engine and the wing, with 
cyano fluid.
� In order to strengthen and stiffen the fuselage,  you must now cut slots cut to integrate the 
"stringers" made of flat carbon part no 1R. 
� Guided by a metal ruler, cut a slot on each side of the fuselage about 4mm deep ... 
... This slot should reach the engine mount, and pass just above the hole for the wing (as in 
picture) and ... 
.... Finish above the tailplane -elevator slot. 
ATTENTION must be given to insert the flat carbon deeply into the left side of the fuselage, at the 
rear, to allow the wire for the rudder servo to pass easily over above part 1R. 
� Insert the flat carbon 1R in the slot ... 
... All along .... 
... With the help of a screwdriver to make it enter deep in the slot .... 
... It must be recessed about 1mm over the outer surface of the fuselage. 
� Glue them in place, by penetrating cyano fluid. 
� To place the wires of elevator and rudder servos, we must now cut slots on each side of the 
fuselage 
.... On the right for elevator .... 
... And on the left  for the rudder ... ....    
Notice the path to the rear, for the rudder servo. The wire must pass over the reinforcement carbon 
1R. This is the reason why earlier, you inserted the flat carbon more deeply into the left side of the 
fuselage at the rear. 
The wire of the servos have to go below the fuselage surface and reach the small cut out for the 
wires   (under the wing hole). 
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� Alter the servo hole for the elevator if necessary to fit your servo and glue the servo into the slot 
on the right. 
� Insert the wire from the elevator servo into the slot ... 
.... to the location provided under the wing hole. 
� Alter servo hole for the rudder as needed to fit your servo and glue the rudder servo into the slot 
on the left side. 
� Insert the wire from the rudder servo into the slot ... 
.... Note the specific path of the wire of the rudder servo: it passes over the flat carbon 
reinforcement of fuselage, part 1R. 
.... to the location provided under the wing. 
TAIL 
� Glue wood reinforcement, part 3-3 into its location. ATTENTION  work on a flat surface  (and 
cover the surface to avoid sticking to the the table by capillary!) so as not to have twisted elevator 
halves. 



� With a sharp knife, cut a slot  on the mark made in the right elevator, for inserting the horn 3-8. 
� Glue in place the horn 3-8 ... 
... ATTENTION ... the hole where the linkage attaches must be perfectly vertically above the hinge 
line, as in the photo. 
� Present the tailplane  -part no 3  to its  location at the rear of the fuselage part 1. 
� ATTENTION   Carefully check the geometry, the flying qualities depend on it! 
� When you find the perfect position, glue the tail 3 in position. 
� As for the wing, cut the slots in the rudder for the hinges CH (cut hinges into halves)   -the 
rudder,  part no 4   (4 hinges evenly distributed). 
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� Insert rudder with the hinges into the fin, after preparing the hinge slots.  Then glue them with 
capillary.
� Cut at the mark made, a slit for the rudder horn (proceed the same way as for the elevator). 
� Glue in the rudder horn part no  4-8. 
� Glue the assembly 4 on the fuselage by checking alignment. 
� ATTENTION  Carefully check the geometry, the flying qualities depend on it! 
Tip: Use pins to position the fin-rudder assembly on the fuselage,  before gluing. 
� Cut the carbon rods for the tail bracing assembly, using carbon part 3R. 
Length of upper stays: 245mm x 2. 
Length of lower stays: 200mm x 2. 
� Sharpen the ends of the carbon rods to more easily insert into the tailplane and fin.  Glue the 
upper stays (see layout diagram on page 12). 
� Glue the lower stays (see diagram Implementation on page 12). 
ATTENTION  in doing this check the perfect geometry of the tail - DO NOT BEND! 
� In the centre of the wings, make a mark that shows the position of the fuselage. 
� Insert the wings into  the fuselage 
� Match marks you just drew on the wings with the fuselage 
� Check that the wings are parallel to the stab. 
ATTENTION good model geometry makes the best flying qualities! 
� When everything is perfectly in position, glue wings on the fuselage. 
� Determine the correct position of the aileron control horns 2-8. 120mm from the root of the 
ailerons in our case. 
� Mark the position of the slot to receive the horn. As before,  the hole in the horn should be 
exactly at the hinge line of the ailerons.
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� With a sharp knife, cut the slot on the mark that you just drew. 
� Glue aileron horns 2-8. 
� Make the hole in the aileron servo control horns the correct size for the control rods, part no 2-5. 
� Pass the Z-bend of the control rod (2-5) through the aileron horn, and pass the control rod 
through the terminal block.. 
� Fix terminal block on the servo horn tightening the nut. Secure the aileron to the neutral position 
(servo at neutral) and tighten the terminal block onto the rod 2-5. 
� Trim any excess rod length. 
� Assemble undercarriage pieces 10R as in the photo and glue them securely with 5 min epoxy. 
� Glue this assembly into the fuselage  -the hole for this is made at the factory. 
ATTENTION   do not glue the back of the vertical piece! 
� Mount wheels part 8 onto the undercarriage part 10. Stop them coming off with the wheel collets 
part 8M. 
ATTENTION  wheels should turn freely! 
View of the main landing gear
�  The undercarriage assembly fits tightly into the slot. 
If you use a paved runway, we suggest you should mount the landing gear ... 
... Otherwise, may be best not to use the undercarriage,  and strengthen the bottom of the fuselage 



with reinforced tape, to prevent damage to the bottom of the fuselage (in that case, be careful with 
the propeller when you come into land !!!). 
� Glue the motor mount part 1-1    using 5 min epoxy. 
ATTENTION   meaning: the mark "R" must be turned backwards. The motor mount "manages" the 
anti-torque. Here is the fuselage front view. Note the difference in the motor mount side positions. 

DRIVE 
Depending on the type of flight and your desired budget, you can choose from the system    "Sport" 
or "Expert" (see page 1 and 2). 
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MOTOR X-Power 
How to move the assembly from a front mount to a radial-mount? 
� With a heat gun, heat the shaft collet at the rear of the motor for easy release. 
� Loosen the collet with an Allen wrench.
� Move the collet on the motor shaft as in the photo. 
� Re-tighten the collet ... 
... This is what you get!  
� With a heat gun, heat the ring at the front of the motor for easy release. 
� Loosen the 2 screws with an allen wrench. 
� Use a sleeve of suitable diameter to receive the shaft at the back of the motor. 
� Place the sleeve as the photo. 
� Place the motor on the sleeve on the bench. 
� Gently but sharply tap on the tip the motor shaft at the same time as protecting the shaft with a 
block of hardwood. 
� In this way, push the motor shaft backwards until contact with the collet. 
� Make sure enough shaft protrudes out of the front of the motor, so that the prop adaptor fixes on 
the shaft and is just clear of the crankcase at the same time. 
� Tighten the 2 screws after depositing a drop of thread lock on the threads.
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� Tighten well but moderately   (do not "screw up" the screws !!!   i.e.  do not do them up so tight 
so as to damage the allen screws). 
� Mount the radial mount on the rear of the motor, using the supplied 4 screws. 
View of the motor equipped with its radial mount! 
� Cut 4 small pieces of silicone fuel tubing (not provided). This "system" will allow you to adjust 
finely the angles and anti-torque for the motor during flight testing. 
� Place these pieces of tubing on the bolts part  1-1F as in the photo. 
� Then, tighten up these bolts on the motor mount part 1-1. By loosening or tightening the bolts 1-
1F you can alter the angle of the motor. 
Angles to be used: 
Side-thrust   (anti-torque) 1.5° right 
Down-thrust  1° 
� Then mount the propeller and spinner (not supplied).   
All control horns have been designed to be used with 14mm long servo horns. 
� Install the elevator control following the same principle as that of ailerons 
� Install the rudder control mechanism with the same principle as that of ailerons 
� All servos wires should end up at about the wing spar. 
� Make a slot to accommodate the receiver. This is held by force in the foam without further 
fixation. This cut should be about 2mm smaller than the receiver. 
� Connect the speed controller to the motor and receiver then fix it on the side of the fuselage with 
double-sided tape as in the photo. 
SETTING THE CENTRE OF GRAVITY 
� The flight battery is used to balance the plane.  Mark the position of centre of gravity CG.  It is 



160mm from the leading edge at the root of the wing. 
� Place the battery on the plane and suspend the plane by its CG. Determine the position of the 
battery to get the perfect CG as in the photo. 
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Depending on the type of battery used, its position will vary. 
� Once the position is found, without moving the battery,  trace its outer contour and makes 2mm 
smaller all round,  the battery will in effect be held in the hole in the foam just by force.
� Cut the location hole for the battery.   Note the very specific position above the wing and just 
above the fuselage carbon reinforcements 1R.

The propulsion system all in place.

Scheme for inserting the tail bracing
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CENTRE OF GRAVITY: 
CG LOCATION 
Balancing:   In the workshop, with the airplane ready to fly, mark the position of the CG on each 
side of the fuselage at the root of the wing (see diagram below). 
If the model tips forward (nose heavy)  move the flight battery to the rear. 
If the model leans back (tail heavy)  move the battery forward. 
The aircraft is properly balanced, when it will lean slightly forward with the index finger placed on 
the CG marks. 
The CG position determines (among other things) the stall characteristics. 

Settings for normal  F3A flight:
Movement range Exponential deflections (JR / Graupner) 

AILERONS + / - 15 ° 70% 
ELEVATOR + / - 16 ° 65% 
RUDDER + / - 15 ° 65% 

Settings triggered by programmed transmitter button:
Movement range Exponential deflections (JR / Graupner) 

AILERONS Max! 85% 
ELEVATOR + / - 12 ° 60% 
RUDDER Max! 75% 

Setting for 3D free-flight Style:
Movement range Exponential deflections (JR / Graupner) 

AILERONS Max! 85% 
ELEVATOR Max! 75% 
RUDDER Max! 75% 

Setting for stall turn  (in French:  "renversement"):
Movement range Exponential deflections (JR / Graupner) 

RUDDER + / - 35 ° 75%

The deflection range and degree can be measured precisely using the tool:  Precision Products # 
066CTM 



PRE-FLIGHT CHECKS 
Centre of Gravity: Balance your model with the propulsion battery pack installed, ready to fly. The 
choice of engine, radio, servos, battery pack you use determine the final mass and must be 
arranged in the model with care. Try to balance the model by moving the battery pack and receiver 
before adding lead. 
Start flying with the the CG recommended until you are comfortable with your plane. You might find 
the plane a little nose heavy at first but that is good to start with.  Then you can adjust the CG to 
suit your flying style, carrying out small step by small step adjustments, particularly if you move the 
CG backwards.  Move the battery pack or add lead to the tail or nose, if necessary. 
For more aerobatic flights, a CG which is backwards is better.  For a more relaxed flight, a CF 
which is forward is better. An airplane with the balance too nose heavy does not fly well, a bit  like a 
"truck" and is difficult to control.   A plane balance too far backwards results, in most cases, a 
crash. 
Surface deflections:  The range of movements are set up better, whenever possible, just by using a 
mechanical "pure" method and then it can be refined, using the electronic programmed transmitter. 
The range of movements given here are starting values. They will then be adjusted to suit your 
own flying style and your habits. The exponential values are not specified, each pilot will have their 
own preferences at this level and they are directly related to the values of deflections, as well. 
Programmable radios can radically change the behaviour of an airplane. Know how to program the 
transmitter and continue with the settings until you are completely satisfied with the reactions of all 
the aircraft and the flight envelope. 
Motor: It must function perfectly at all speeds and not touch its surroundings, and must go from idle 
to full throttle smoothly.  Never fly with a motor that is not reliable and that you have any doubt 
about.   Read the instructions of the engine. 
Flight controls:   Ensure that all surfaces are freely moving at the hinges, and that the linkages are 
secure.  Check that all hinges are securely fastened and cannot in any way come loose.  The 
control linkages must be rigid, solid and should not have any friction.  Check the direction of 
aileron, elevator and rudder deflection.  Even experienced pilots have  lost their plane because of 
reversed ailerons by mistake (!) 
Batteries:  The batteries in the transmitter, receiver,  and for the motor must be fully charged. 
All fasteners:  Check the tightness of all bolts, screws, servo horns screws, nuts on terminal blocks, 
etc. ... 
Radio: Check that all the trims are in neutral with all the surfaces perfectly centred. Check the 
values of deflections and the positions are correct.  Check that the receiving antenna is fully 
extended   (if not using  2.4GHz  radio .....). 
Radio range:  Test the radio range  with and without the motor running, according to the 
manufacturer's instructions of the radio. 
If the radio signal is poor or if it is reduced with the motor running, never fly before you have 
completely solved the problem! 
Thought:   Remember that the even best aerobatic aircraft - if not adjusted - is  
ultimately a bad plane! 
Internet Manual is in colour! : The instructions can be downloaded from our website in the product 
section for this model,   DOC-NOTICE.


